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Dude, where’s my excavator? Localization of construction 

machinery on a model building site 

Research questions 

Digitalization and automation have so far been poorly imple-

mented in the construction industry. This is mainly due to the 

lack of interconnectivity and localization of construction machin-

ery and the complexity and heterogeneity of the system  

“construction site”. A large number of construction machines 

from different manufacturers work together with people in dirty, 

continuously changing environments. 

In the FutureSite project, a reference construction site will be built for the construction site of the future, on 

which various construction machines will be interconnected and digitalized. At our institute, high-quality  

1:14 model construction machines are available, with which we plan to execute typical work steps of a construc-

tion automatically. 

Possible research questions of this thesis are: What methods of localization exist and which are suitable for 

construction machines? How can several systems be implemented and combined for localization on model  

vehicles? Which localizations are precise in construction site environments, which are reliable? How can posi-

tions be synchronized with planned movement sequences? 

Scientific Methodology 

At the beginning, different localization methods are researched and analyzed for use on the construction site. 

Well-suited localizations are applied to construction machines, which you can control with a remote control on 

a model building site. Using scenarios from real construction sites in which, for example, a dump truck drives to 

an excavator for loading, you compare planned positions with actual positions and evaluate these. There are no 

limits to the type of localization (radio, radar, distance sensors, camera image, ...) or combination of these. 

Goal and expected results 

The aims of the work are the planning and prototypical implementation of a localization of construction machin-
ery on a model construction site. This first includes the installation of necessary hardware on site and model 
machines. The localization methods should work robustly on a construction site and be precisely coupled with 
planning data. Several construction machines with a combination of several technologies should be localized. 
 
The results of this work explain on the one hand how model vehicles can be reliably located, what preparation 
is necessary and which technologies are best suited. On the other hand, it shows how several methods of local-
ization can be combined to achieve a reliable and precise result for several construction machines.  
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